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Forums

	Gliding Memories -2020 A Nostalgic Trip in The Everglades » https... (Canoeing)
	Robson moonster Kayak » Seat forward... 
	Kayaking in Nepal this autumn » Are you looking for a unique whitewater kayaking holiday this autumn... 




SUPzero Forums

	Add rocker on a Sup » Hello there... (River SUP)
	11' hard for river » Thanks, But is'nt for the same river... (River SUP)
	sup master instructor course from the Italian Federation for Amateur Paddling: October2016-June2017 » You should check out the ACA SUP program, as it sounds kinda similar... 




Market

	Small Pyranha Loki for sale » Hi Charles,
Unfortunately this post is over 4 years old so I would imagine the boat has been sold... (FS - North America - US)
	Necky Blunt for sale » Is your boat still
For sale... (FS - Africa)
	WTB Jackson Funrunner 60 » Looking for a Funrunner 60... (FS - North America - US)
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News Watch



	
[image: SUP Tonic: How to Wing Foil #11 –  Foot Switch Toe to Heel]
SUP Tonic: How to Wing Foil #11 – Foot Switch Toe to Heel - In this episode Christian and Karine from CKPerformance Clinics guide you through the other foiling foot switch, the toe to heel foot change.



	
[image: International Rafting Federation: Registration Extended for the Kampar River IRF World Cup in Malaysia]
International Rafting Federation: Registration Extended for the Kampar River IRF World Cup in Malaysia - The organizers of the Kampar River Festival, the first 2024 IRF World Cup race on the IRF schedule, May 24-26, 2024, have announced that registration will be extended to April 30th, 2024.



	
[image: SUP Connect: Introducing Surftech'S 2024 Lineup of SUPs]
SUP Connect: Introducing Surftech'S 2024 Lineup of SUPs - Surftech, a global leader in paddle board manufacturing, is thrilled to unveil its highly anticipated 2024 lineup of stand up paddle boards (SUPs). With a legacy rooted in innovation and quality, Surftech continues to push boundaries with its new range, featuring the award-winning Generator, groundb...
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Buyer's Guide



	
[image: Indiana SUP River 9'0]
Indiana SUP River 9'0 - The smaller of the two River SUPs is the ideal companion for whitewaters adventures.
The inflatable 9’0 River SUP was developed in cooperation with whitewater expert René Lehmann. The shape impresses with a functional outline, where the widest point of the SUP is behind the middle. This special...



	
[image: RESTUBE PFD]
RESTUBE PFD - CE certified swimming aid for Stand Up Paddle (SUP). The pfd by RESTUBE is in the norm of swimming aids with 50 Newton flotation. The inflated device is fixed to your body. The pfd by RESTUBE is certified on DIN EN ISO 12402-5 and DIN EN ISO 12402-6 and can be used in situations that require t...



	
[image: Apex]
Apex - The perfect fishing kayak, designed by world champion Eric EJ Jackson. This unique carbon fiber fishing kayak/SUP was started as a Kickstarter campaign. - Hull- Planing Hull- shallow draft
- Seat- Carbon Fiber Swivel Bucket- 7” above standing platform
- Rod Stagers- built-in and reverse facing, pr...
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[image: Perception Jib]
Perception Jib -  

Quackfish23: My favorite boat



	
[image: Current Designs Kayaks Squamish]
Current Designs Kayaks Squamish -  

ra7x: At my age, this is perhaps the ideal kayak for me. It not only performs more than adequately, but is light enough for me to maneuver while on land.



	
[image: Liquid Logic Coupe XP]
Liquid Logic Coupe XP -  

Phawkins101: Real fun on almost any water with good storage options and clutch keg for the flats. You will not go fast on this boat unless the water is moving fast.
It is 10' long, not 12'.
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[image: Inedpendent Review: Indiana River 9’0]
Inedpendent Review: Indiana River 9’0 - This is an independent SUPzero review of the Indiana River 9’0 inflatable SUP board, which was introduced in 2021, along with a larger brother, the River 10’2. Both boards were designed by my fellow Swiss Whitewater SUP instructor Rene Lehmann.
About Indiana
Indiana is a Swis...



	
[image: ACA names Rok Sribar as GM, High-Performance Programs]
ACA names Rok Sribar as GM, High-Performance Programs - The ACA is proud to welcome Rok Sribar as the new General Manager of High-Performance Programs.
.wp-caption-text{color:grey;} The ACA is proud to welcome Rok Sribar as the new General Manager of High-Performance Programs. In this role, Rok will be responsible for leading all aspects of the ACA’s O...



	
[image: Tokyo Olympic, Paralympic Games To Be Held July/Aug 2021]
Tokyo Olympic, Paralympic Games To Be Held July/Aug 2021 - After announcing their postponement, the IOC and Japanese organizers said the Olympics will be held from July 23 to August 8 2021, while the Paralympics will be held between August 24 an d September 5, 2021.
.wp-caption-text{color:grey;}
After announcing their postponement, the IOC and Japanese o...














Flows


Raritan River At South Amboy Nj
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	Write comments
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supzero added a video. 

4 hours 12 minutes ago 













[image: A Wave of Inspiration: HONU Boards' Vision for a Better Connection @HONUboards]








A Wave of Inspiration: HONU Boards' Vision for a... 


If you love Stand Up Paddling, subscribe to our channel! https://www.youtube.com/c/Totalsup?sub_confirmation=1 -------------------------------------... 
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dbriggsc2 added a video. 

11 hours 37 minutes ago 
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Flood Scioto River 


The O'Shaughnessy Dam is located on the Scioto River near Dublin, Ohio, United States. The dam forms O'Shaughnessy Reservoir, which is a major... 
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drewgregory added a video. 

17 hours 30 minutes ago 













[image: Winning Crescent Shoalie w/ Torqeedo 1103 Setup for Bassmaster Kayak Series Championship]








Winning Crescent Shoalie w/ Torqeedo 1103 Setup... 


The most common question I've received since winning the Bassmaster Kayak Championship has been about my kayak setup, with Torqeedo 1103 motor and... 
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DanGavere added a video. 

17 hours 56 minutes ago 
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Whitewater SUP Instruction -Ferry 


Dan Gavere with Starboard SUP on how to ferry. Whitewater SUP https://www.dangavere.com/whitewater 
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supzero added a video. 

yesterday 













[image: Beach starts in low temperatures? Let’s go with @nspsurfandstanduppaddleboa8429 Rider Sabe Fischer]








Beach starts in low temperatures? Let’s go with... 


If you love Stand Up Paddling, subscribe to our channel! https://www.youtube.com/c/Totalsup?sub_confirmation=1 -------------------------------------... 
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dbriggsc2 added a video. 

yesterday 
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Griggs Dam at flood stage 


A look around...the flooded Scioto River. This footage shows Griggs Dam overflowing Northern Columbus in Central Ohio. Named after the city's chief... 
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danejackson added a video. 

2 days ago 
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#SPIRITHUCKFEST #2021 
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aztronsports added a video. 

3 days ago 
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Sky above, sea below, peace within 
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See the AUP for our Acceptable Use Policy and a Privacy Statement. Verein Playak is responsible for all editorial content on this site (including all graphics). No part of this site may be duplicated in any way without explicit permission from Verein Playak. Verein Playak takes great care to only publish original content, but since part of the content is user generated, we cannot always guarantee this 100%. If you notice any copyright violations, please let the editors know through the contact form and they will take appropriate action immediately. As a news and information platform, we republish small text snippets and thumbnail images, but always link to original content on other sites, and thus aim to adhere to a 'Fair Use' policy. If you believe we violate this policy in any particular case, please contact us directly and we'll take appropriate action immediately.
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